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I*. Organization of work and attendance . ■ :

Opening of the meeting

!• The meeting was opened on Monday, 2 December 1974 at 10 a.m. by the
representative of the Central Bank of Nigeria in his* capacity as Chairman of

the Study Group* -.After) welcoming -the members of the Group to the meeting the

Chairman reminded the Group of the work it had accomplished at the second

meeting "held at Addi** Auaba from;24 to 28' j.une"'l974« He referred, in
particular, to its decision to hold the present: meeting at the headquarters of

its .secretariat at Addiq -Ababa. ;to pursue. ;it» work on the establishment of the

African Centre for Monetary Studies and to consider the progress made by the

secretariat in the tasks assigned to it in that respect, as outlined in

paragraph 53 of the report of the Group oh its second meeting (E/CN*14/AMA/3O),

Attendance

£>m The meeting was at.terided by representatives of the following African

central bankst

Central African Subregional Committee

Banque des Etats de lTAfr^ique-

Banque du Zaire
**• C ■ ( *« ;■-■:■

East-'Africah'Sttbregional Committee

National Bank of Ethiopia
Bank of Tanzania

West African Subregional Committee

Central Bank of Nigeria
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3* Representatives of EGA also attended the meeting in the capacity of 4
Secretary and Legal Adviser to the Group. [

Chairman and Rapporteur A i

4. The representative of the Central Bank of Nigeria, who had been elected i
Chairman of the Group at its first meeting, continued to exercise his duties.
Since the representative of the Banque des Etats de l'*Afrique de l'ouest.
who had acted as Rapporteur, was absent, the Group asked the representative
of the Banque des Etats de l'Afrique Centrals to perform the duties of
Rapporteur for the current meeting.

Organization of work ....... .

5* After consulting the participants, the Chairman decided on a schedule of
work for the meeting. The Group was to meet each day from 9.30 a.m. to 1 p.m. i
and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. .'.■..

Adoption of the agenda

The Study Group considered and adopted the:following agenda submitted to it>
by the secretariat (e/CN.14/AMA/60)i "

1. Opening of the meeting

2» Adoption •of the agenda - • ;

3*; Draft constitution.of the African Centre for Monetary Studies

4- Financing of the bentre {estimate of: contributions and determination
of an upper1 and a lower limit)

5. Consideration of scales of salaries and other allowances in connexion
with the Centre

6. Provisional operating budget for the Centre

7* Replies to questionnaire on the location of the Centre

8. Other matters ■

9- Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting,

II» Account of proceedings

Constitution of the African Centre for Monetary Studies

7* The Group had before it a draft Constitution for the African Centre for
Monetary Studies which had been prepared by the secretariat (E/C*«14/AM/61).
The Group examined the draft thoroughly and adopted it with a few amendments.1
The secretariat was asked to submit the draft as amended to the fourth meeting
of the Association of African Central Banks.
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Financing of the Centre (estimate of contributions and determination Of an

upper and a lower limit)

8* ''• Under this agenda item, the Study Group had before it document E/CN.H/
AMA/62 on the financing of the Centre, which had been prepared by the

secretariat taking into account the discussions held and directives formulated

by the Group at its second meeting end by the Executive Committee of the

Association; A table annexed to the document showed three schemes for

calculating the contribution of the member banks to the financing of the. Centre

baaed on the IMF quota of the country or group of countries concerned, on the

contribution made by those countries to the budget of the Organization of

African Unity and on their participation in the budget of the African

Development Bank. In each case a maxima and a minimum contribution were

taken into consideration, A fourth scheme devised by averaging out the figures

shoim in the first three schemes was also included*

9, The representative of the secretariat said that the Governor of the

Central Bank of Egypt had sent a cable dated 24 November to the secretariat

expressing the view that the number of persons employed by the Centre should be

kept fairly low especially during the initial stages* The latter had also
suggested that the contributions of members to the financing of the Centre would

be inadequate if they were calculated on the basis of their IMF quotas* Since

the contributions had to be laade in convertible currencies, it would be more

appropriate to think in terms of the availability of foreign currency than of

quotas* The contributions should therefore be based on monetary reserves

especially since some members of the Association of African Central Banks were

oil-producing countries.

10. The participants in the meeting pointed out that the possibility of using

international monetary reserves as a criterion in determining the contributions

to the budget of the Centre had been discussed at the second meeting of the

Study Group and rejected. The adoption of such a criterion might give some

countries too strong" a say in the affairs of the Centre* It would therefore*

be difficult to adopt that suggestion. Moreover, international reserves

fluctuated a great1 dealt

11* The Group examined the figures shown in the table annexed to document

E/CN*14/AMA/62« After a discussion, the majority of the participants decided

to adopt the fourtn scheme, ioee the one in which the IMF quota of the countries

concerned and their participation ir. the budget of G\U and that of the African

Development Bank were averaged out and a maximum share of 10 per cent and a

minimum share* of 1«5 per cent were applied» ,

12* The representative of one member bank stood by his view that the

participation- of the countries or groups of countries concerned in the budget

of the African Development Bank should be the only factor taken into considera

tion*
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Scales of salaries and allowances

13» The secretariat submitted a document on salary scales and allowances

to the Study Group (E/CN«l4/AMA/63) showing the scales of salaries and allowances

paid to staff members, of the United Nations, the Organization of African Unity

and the African-Development Bank. It also contained information obtained from

various African central banks in that connexion. Additional information from

some other African central banks, which had reached the secretariat top late „

to be included in the documentj was conveyed to the Group by the representative

of -the secretariat.

14« The participants resumed their discussion on the principles which should

be taken into consideration in deciding the scale of salaries and allowances

of the staff of the Centre- Some felt that the salaries should be viewed in

the. light of the resources available to African countries and should, therefore,

be aligned with those paid by African central banks. Others pointed out that

the salaries paid by African central banks were based on national considerations

whereas those paid to the staff of the Centre should be based on international

considerations. Moreover, the salaries paid by African central banks were not

competitive and therefore would not be likely to attract the best people to

the Centre. However, the need to balance the expenses of the Centre with its

resources should not be lost sight of.

15. Turning to the matter of salaries paid by international organizations,

the participants decided to give no further consideration to the scale, applied

in respect of United Nations staff members since it was too.high. After

comparing the scales applied at the Organization of African Unity and the

African Development Bank, they decided to adopt the scales used by the Bank

since its activities were more closely related to those of the Centre.

Provisional operating budget of the Centre

16. Document E/CN»14/AMA/64concerning a two-year provisional operating budget

for the Centre was submitted to the Group by the secretariat* The representative

of the secretariat explained the factors which had been taken into account in

preparing the draft budget* After considering the draft, participants expressed

the view that since they had adopted the salary scales used by the African

Development Bank, the budget of the Centre should also be drawn up on the basis

of the figures relating to the Bank. They therefore agreed to the provisional

operating budget which had been prepared on that basis.

17« The participants asked the secretariat to draft a table showing the

contribution to which each member might be liable in the light of the budget

selected*

18. The Group recommended that the Assembly of Governors should request,that

the, contributions for the first two financial years of the Centre be paid .

simultaneously•

19. The participants pointed out that at the second meeting of the Study Group

it had been suggested that UNDP should be asked to assist in the establishment

and operation of the Centre. They hoped that in agreement with the Chairman of

the Association, the secretariat would take steps to secure such assistance

from UNDP as soon as the Centre commenced its operations- They decided to
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request the secretariat to approach UNDP in a manner approved by the Chairman

of the Association with a view to determining whether the Centre could count on
UNDP assistance as soon as it began to operate* Such assistance would be

of great value in that it would enable the Centre to get off the ground.

Other United Nations organizations might usefully be contacted for the same
purpose*

Replies to the questionnaire on the location of the Centre

20. The representative of the secretariat introduced document E/CN.14/AMA/65
relating to th* subject. The participants took note both of the replies
referred to in the document and of tl ose which had been received by the
secretariat after the document had been prepared.

21. It emerged from the review of the replies made by participants that
Cameroon, Mali, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zaire had offered to host

the Centre and had returned the questionnaire, properly completed, to the
secretariat. The Central African Republic had informed the secretariat that

was willing to host the Centre. The Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrique
de 1'Quest and the Banque du Maroc had informed the secretariat that the
relevant authorities in their countries were studying the question. The
Reserve Bank of Malawi, the Banque nationale du Rwanda, the Bank of Sierra
Leone and the Bank of Zambia were not interested in having the Centre located
in their countries.

22. The Chairman drew attention to a decision taken at Washington at the
second meeting of the Executive Committee of the Association whereby replies

to the questionnaire could reach the secretariat even after the deadline set
since it would be for the Assembly of Governors of the Association to decide on
the location of the Centre.

23. The participants therefore asked the secretariat to compile all the
replies it received and to analyse them and submit them to the fourth meeting
of the Association.

Other matters

24. No question was raised ^nder this item.

Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting

25. The Study Group adopted the present report on Wednesday, 4 December 1974.

26. The Chairman of the Group declared the meeting closed.




